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The Hand Cart handle makes it easier to walk with a 
Y-Frame trailer. It also provides a support leg to keep the 
trailer level when it is not attached to the bicycle.

The handle does not need to be removed when the Y-Frame 
is being used as a bicycle trailer, and the trailers towing arm 
does not need to be removed when the Y-Frame is being 
walked.

Two Hand Cart Handles can be combined to create a 
dedicated hand cart or trekking cart for more specialist 
applications.

ATTACHING - The Hand Cart Handle is connected almost 
always to the right hand arm of the Y-Frame.
 
Slide the hand cart handle sleeve into the Y of the trailer 
frame and pin it in place. Make sure to close the spring gate 
on the safety pin to stop it shaking loose. This is the same 
procedure as for attaching the trailers towing arm. If you 
have a trailer from 2017 onwards, you can also use the 
clamp facility on the frame, but NEVER use the hand cart 
handle without the safety pin.

You can attach the handle to the left side of the trailer, or 
replace the safety pin with a M6 bolt for increased security.

ADJUSTING - The height and angle of the walking handle 
can be adjusted using the QR lever. Simply loosen the lever, 
adjust the required height and re-tighten the lever. No 
tools are necessary for this adjustment.  Make sure there is 
sufficient clearance between the bottom of the handle and 
the ground before cycling.

DUAL PURPOSE - When only one hand cart handle is 
fitted the Y can either be used as a bicycle trailer or a 
walking cart.

It is easiest to walk the trailer with the handle in your right 
hand, so the wheels are at the front and you are on the side 
of the trailer. This prevents your feet hitting the trailer, and 
allows you to watch the load.

When the trailer is at rest and not attached to the bicycle it 
will stand on the lower leg. 

The handle can be left in place when the Y-Frame is being 
used as a bicycle trailer, and the towing arm can be left in 
place when the Y-Frame is being used as a walking cart.

AS A WALKING CART - The trailers towing arm can be 
removed and replaced with a 2nd hand cart handle. This 
allows the Y to operate as a dedicated walking cart, making 
it easier to walk and more stable when it is standing. This 
makes it ideal for use as a vending or market cart.

ANY PROBLEMS? 
Email us at info@carryfreedom.com
or call us on +49 5431-908 9980

One Hand Cart Handle contains the 
following parts: 
1 x Handle
1 x Handle grip
1 x Foot for handle
1 x Sleeve with frame tube
1 x Tube clamp with hole
1 x Tube clamp with thread for QR
1 x QR lever
1 x Safety pin
1 x Manual 

AS A TREKKING CART - The handles can be reversed so the 
trailer can function as a trekking cart. This layout increases 
heel clearance and makes the trailer suitable for walking or 
running long distances. 

The hand grips will need to be swapped from short leg of the 
walking handle to the long leg.

Again the lower part of the handles are used as legs to 
support the trailer when it is not being used.

ALSO AVAILABLE - Spare hitches, pins and bike brackets; 
Longer axle beams to widen the Y-Frame; Hand cart handles 
so you can use your Y-Frame without the bike attached; 
Y-Surf attachment for surfboards, paddle boards and 
anything long; Super tough, waterproof bags, specially made 
for use with Y-Frames, small or large. And lots more!

See www.CarryFreedom.com for more details.


